
Linking Module

DMLex’s Linking Module can be used to construct relations between objects which
“break out” of the tree-like parent-and-child hierarchy constructed from datatypes from
the Core and from other modules. The Linking Module can be used to create relations
between senses which are synonyms or antonyms, between entries whose headwords are
homonyms or spelling variants, between superordinate and subordinate concepts (eg.
hypernyms and hyponyms, holonyms and meronyms), between entries and subentries,
between senses and subsenses, and many others.

Each relation is represented in DMLex by an instance of the Relation datatype. You can
use the relation’s tag property to specify what kind of relation it is, for example a relation
between synonyms or a relation between a sense and a subsense. Further, you can 
RelationTag objects to explain what those tags mean and to constrain which kinds of
relations are allowed to exist in your lexicographic resource.

A relation brings two or more members together. The fact that an object (such as a sense
or an entry) is a member of a relation is represented in DMLex by an instance of the 
Membership datatype. The Membership object refers to the member object by its id and
also states what role the member has in this relation: whether it is the hypernym or the
hyponym (in a hyperonymy/hyponymy relation), or whether it is simply of the synonyms
(in a synonymy relation), and so on. The role of a member is represented by the tag
property of the Member object. You can use MembershipTag objects to explain what
those tags mean to constrain which relations are allowed to contain which roles, what
their object types are allowed to be (eg. entries or senses) and how members with this
role each relation is allowed to have.

The Linking Module can be used to set up relation betwen objects inside the same
lexicographic resource, or between objects residing in different lexicographic resources.

Extensions to LexicographicResource

Additional properties:

id

Aditional children:

Relation

Extensions to Entry

Additional properties:
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id

Extensions to Sense

Additional properties:

id

Relation

Child of:

LexicographicResource

Properties:

tag

id

description

Children:

Membership

Membership

Chid of:

Relation

Properties:

tag

member : an id of a Sense or Entry
listingOrder

reverseListingOrder

RelationTag

Properties:

tag

description

scope: any, sameResource, sameEntry

Children:
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MembershipTag

TagMapping

MembershipTag

Child of:

RelationTag

Properties:

tag

description

type: sense, entry, collocationMarker, relation
min

max

action: embed, navigable, none (default)

Children:

TagMapping

Extensions to TagMapping

Additional parent types:

RelationTag

MembershipTag

Guidance: modelling variants

We have two entries in our lexicographic resource, one for the headword “colour” and
one for the headword “color”. We want to create a relation to represent the fact that these
are spelling variants.

LexicographicResource: language="en" 

   Entry id="#colour" headword="colour" 

       Label: tag="europeanSpelling" 

   Entry id="#color" headword="color" 

       Label: tag="americanSpelling" 

        

   Relation tag="vars" 

       Membership tag="var" id="#colour" 

       Membership tag="var" id="#color" 
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   RelationTag tag="vars" description="variants" 

       MembershipTag 

           tag="var" 

           description="variant" 

           type="entry" 

           min=2 

           action="navigable"

The first code block creates a lexicographic resource and creates two entries, one for
“colour” and one for “color”. Notice that each entry has an ID.

The second code block creates a relation between the two entries. The relation is tagged
as vars. The relation has two members, each tagged as having the role var.

The third code block explains what the tags mean and imposes various constraints. It
explains that relations tagged as vars are relations of “variants”. It says that each such
relation must have at least two members tagged var (meaning it is a “variant”) which are
entries.

The action="navigable" property of the MembershipTag object says that, when an
application is showing the entry for “colour” to a human user it should also show a
navigable link to “color” near it, and vice versa. If this were action="embed" then the
application should show both entries at the same time.

If we wanted we could use the TagMapping object to map the tags vars and/or var to
items in external inventories, but this is not shown in the example.

Guidance: modelling gender pairs

Ditto.

Guidance: modelling homonyms

Ditto.

Guidance: modelling near synonyms

We have three German entries with one sense each, two which mean “sea” and one which
means “ocean”. We want to set up a relation which brings togerher these three sense, and
possibly any oher senses in our lexicographic resource which roughly mean “large body
of salt water”.

LexicographicResource: language="de" translationLanguage="en" 

   Entry: id="#die-see" headword="See" 
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       PartOfSpeech: value="n-fem"  

       Sense: id="#die-see-1" 

           Translation: "see" 

   Entry: id="#das-meer" headword="Meer" 

       PartOfSpeech: value="n-neut" 

       Sense: id="#das-meer-1" 

           Translation: "see" 

   Entry: id="#der-ozean" headword="Ozean" 

       PartOfSpeech: value="n-masc" 

       Sense: id="#der-ozean-1" 

           Translation: "ocean" 

            

   Relation: 

       id="#seas" 

       tag="nearsyns" 

       description="words that mean sea and similar" 

       Membership: 

           tag="nearsyn" 

           id="#die-see-1" 

       Membership: 

           tag="nearsyn" 

           id="#das-meer-1" 

       Membership: 

           tag="nearsyn" 

           id="#der-ozean-1" 

        

   RelationTag: 

       tag="nearsyns" 

       description="near synonyms" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="nearsyn" 

           type="sense" 

           min=2 

           action="navigable"

The first three code blocks create the three entries with one sense each. Notice that each
sense has an ID. (The entries have IDs too but the will not be needed in this example.)

The fourth code block creates a relation. The reation is tagged as nearsyn. Its description
property explains that this relations is meant for word which mean “sea” and similar
things. The relation has the three senses as its members, each tagged with nearsyn.
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Notice that the relation has an ID. This means it can itself be a member in other relations,
for example relations that link groups of synonyms across multiple lexicographic
resources.

The last code block explains the tag nearsyns means “near synonyms” an that each
relation tagged with this tag must have at least two member tagged with the role 
nearsyn, which must be senses.

Guidance: modelling antonyms

LexicographicResource: language="en" 

   Entry: id="#buy" headword="buy" 

       Sense: id="#buy-1" 

   Entry: id="#sell" headword="sell" 

       Sense: id="#see-1" 

        

   Relation: tag="ants" 

       Membership: tag="ant" id="#buy-1" 

       Membership: tag="ant" id="#sell-1" 

        

   RelationTag: 

       tag="ants" 

       description="antonyms" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="ant" 

           description="antonym" 

           type="sense" 

           min=2 

           max=2 

           action="navigate"

Guidance: modelling meronymy

We have three entries with one sense each: “glasses”, “microscope” and “lense”. We want
t represent the fact that “lense” is a meronym of both “glasses” and “microscope”, and
simultanously that “glasses” and “microscope” are both holonyms of “lense”.

LexicographicResource: language="en" 

   Entry: id="#glasses" headword="glasses" 

       Sense: id="#glasses-1" 

   Entry: id="#microscope" headword="microscope" 

       Sense: id="#microscope-1" 

   Entry: id="#lense" headword="lense" 



       Sense: id="#lense-1" 

        

   Relation: tag="meronymy" 

       Membership: tag="super" id="#glasses-1" 

       Membership: tag="sub" id="#lense-1" 

   Relation: tag="meronymy" 

       Membership: tag="super" id="#microscrope-1" 

       Membership: tag="sub" id="#lense-1" 

        

   RelationTag: 

       tag="meronomy" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="super" 

           description="the whole" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="navigable" 

           TagMapping: 

               sameAs="http://www.lexinfo...#meronymTerm" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="sub" 

           description="the part" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="navigable" 

           TagMapping: 

               sameAs="http://www.lexinfo....#holonymTerm"

The first code block creates the three entries with one sense each.

The second code block creates two meronymy relations, one for the relation between
glases and lense and one for the relation between microscope and lense. In each relation,
the members are tagged with either super or sub to tell us which is the superordinate
member (the holonym) and which is the subordinate member (the meronym).

The last code block defines the meaning of the tags. It says that each relation tagged with 
meronymy must have exactly two members, one tagged with super one with sub. The
descriptions “the part” and “the whole” indicate to a human what those tags mean. To
make these meanings machine-understandable, the TagMapping objects map them to
entities in the LexInfo ontology.

Guidance: modelling subsenses

TBD



Guidance: modelling a subentry at subsense level

LexicographicResource: language="en" 

   Entry: id="#safe" headword="safe" 

       Sense: id="#safe-1" indicator="protected from harm" 

           Example: value="It isn't safe to park here." 

       Sense: id="#safe-2" indicator="not likely to cause harm" 

           Example: value="Is the ride safe for a small child?" 

    

   Entry: id="#better-safe" headword="better safe than sorry" 

       Sense: definition="you should be careful even if..." 

    

   Relation: tag="subentrying" 

       Membership: tag="containerSense" id="#safe-2" 

       Membership: tag="subentry" id="#better-safe" 

        

   RelationTag: 

       tag="subentrying" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="containerSense" 

           type="sense" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="none" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="subentry" 

           type="entry" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="embed"

Guidance: modelling a subentry at sense level

LexicographicResource: language="en" 

   Entry: id="#the-bible" headword="the Bible" 

       Sense: id="the-bible-1" definition="religious book..." 

   Entry: id="#bible" headword="bible"  

       Sense: id="#bible-1" //empty sense 

       Sense: id="#bible-2" definition="book considered important..." 

    



   Relation: tag="subentrying" 

       Membership: tag="containerSense" id="#bible-1" 

       Membership: tag="subentry" id="#the-bible" 

        

   RelationTag: 

       tag="subentrying" 

       MembershipTag: 

           tag="containerSense" 

           type="sense" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="none" 

       MembershipTag:"" 

           tag="subentry" 

           type="entry" 

           min=1 

           max=1 

           action="embed"




